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Introduction
With utility costs unsteady in rural areas and 

profit margins slim, you’re watching your 
ROI. Equipment that costs millions of dollars 
in operational costs over its lifetime and which 
aren’t necessary have to go. At the same time, 
you’re more productive, and you need more 
storage for your DDGS. You’ve also begun a 
separate line of DDGS products, and you need 
to divide your storage.

You may think adding silos is your only 
option. But what if, instead of adding 
infrastructure, you retrofit your current DDGS 
storage building to address your challenges?

Biomass Engineering & Equipment 
has developed such a plan. We propose 
retrofitting your DDGS building to automate 
DDGS output and increase storage capacity—
without a costly shutdown. As a benefit, you’ll 
no longer have to rely on a wheel loader for 
loadout and you can divide your storage area 
for separate DDGS products.
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Phase 1
Add An Extension
Here is now we will automate your DDGS 

output without shutting down production.

In Phase 1, we will add an extension to your 
DDGS building (See Image A). If necessary, 
the extension will have a firewall between it 
and the current DDGS storage space. In the 
extension, we will run a loadout conveyor 
down the center of the floor, and on both sides 
of it, we will install push-pull (“moving”) floors 
to automate DDGS discharge. Overhead 
conveyors will dump DDGS on these floors.

To get DDGS to this building extension, we 
will add a conveyor to the system that brings 
DDGS from the cooler to storage. We will 
also add a conveyor from the new loadout to 
the discharge area and bypass the bucket 
elevator.

When complete, you can begin utilizing this 
space to store DDGS.
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Phase 2
Retrofit the Current 
DDGS Storage Area

Once the extension is ready to accept 
DDGS, we will then empty the original 

DDGS storage building and retrofit the 
space by extending the loadout pit through 
the floor and adding push-pull floors. We will 
remove the old overhead conveyor and add 
two, new, parallel ones to discharge DDGS 
on the floors. (Images B, C).

At this point, we can use this side of the 
storage building and eliminate the old 
DDGS pit, the bucket elevator, and the 
wheel loader. You will have additional 
DDGS storage capacity and an automated 
discharge system.
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Benefits
Automating discharge and getting rid of 

the wheel loading holds a number of 
benefits:

1. Better quality product (no wheel rubber  
 mixed in the DDGS)

2. No maintenance costs or costs from  
 accidental damage from the wheel  
 loader

3. A freed-up a worker (he no longer has  
 to move DDGS)

4. New, energy-efficient conveyors

5. Increased storage capacity

6. Divided storage in same building

7.   Can potentially seal building better  
 against animals (no large opening  
 needed for wheel loader).
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Limitations
This solution, of course, 

may be impossible at 
your facility. Limited land 
around your storage building 
will hinder construction. 
In such cases, you can 
still automate output and 
eliminate your wheel loader, 
but you will have to rely on 
a SMART Container system 
to store and discharge the 
DDGS.

It must be noted that you 
will also have to sufficiently 
cool your DDGS before it 
arrives in storage for this 
solution to work, as you will 
not be able to use a wheel 
loader to move around the 
DDGS to let it cool.

If you currently do not cool 

your DDGS, you will have to 
add a post-dryer cooler or 
an oscillating deck conveyor 
before adding SMART Floors.

Also, if you rely on a 
pneumatic conveyor system 
to bring DDGS to your 

storage building, you may 
need to replace them, as 
the new drag conveyor that 
brings to the extension in 
Phase 1 will need to connect 
to this system.

Replacing a pneumatic 
system with a drag conveyor 
will prove beneficial. Even if 
you do not opt to automate 
DDGS discharge, you 
should consider this option. 
Pneumatic conveyors require 
high-horsepower fans to 
pull DDGS through them 
and therefore carry a high 
electricity burden. They’re 
also one of the largest 
sources of pollution at your 
facility. Replacing them will 
reduce what you spend 
on power and provide you 
breathing room in terms of 
your emissions cap.
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Conclusion
There are ways to increase storage and 

efficiency at your ethanol plant without 
adding costly silos. Automating your DDGS 
loadout can save you millions of dollars in 
operational costs and provide you with  
better quality products. So why not learn 
some specifics?

Contact us, and let our engineers work 
with you to help make your operation more 
profitable.

www.BEandE.net
OR

317-522-0864
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